Global Grants Empower for Good

Our mission of providing economic opportunity through training, business skills and entrepreneurial support to people in need has never been more critical. Despite the challenges of the global pandemic, our grantees and alumni grant champions continue to provide life changing results to those they serve.

P&G Alums lead and inspire as they make a positive impact volunteering in communities around the world. The Foundation expands this Force for Good by supporting agencies that empower marginalized individuals to build a path to security. While we have doubled the average grants awarded annually over the past four years, only 10-15% of requests can be funded. Help us do more!

Since Inception
88 grants

Totaling Over
$1.3 million

25+ Countries
5 Continents
100s of P&G Alums Involved

Donor Testimonials

“It feels great to be able to help others. Join me and your fellow alums to donate and take a proactive role in the process at a time when our communities really need help!”

Ed Rigaud
P&G Alumni & Foundation Donor

“P&G trained me in ways that prepared me for a rich and rewarding career. I feel the least I can do is repay that gift by preparing those who need jobs to secure their futures.”

Kay Napier Zanotti
P&G Alumni & Foundation Donor
Stories of Impact

See how we are changing lives for good. Meet Yeily, Mycola, and Jimmy and hear from the Alumni grant champions behind these innovative organizations.

Cooperative for Education - Guatemala
Four out of every five girls in Guatemala’s Western Highlands are born into poverty and many never attend school. Thanks to CoEd, Yeily can focus on learning. Her literacy skills will help her to get a job earning four times more than working in the fields.

“I initially started supporting CoEd because they were helping schoolchildren in Guatemala, my country of birth. Seeing first-hand the impact a small financial contribution can make has given me great satisfaction and motivation to serve this organization further.”
~ Mario Contreras, P&G Alum & Grant Champion

Freestore Foodbank’s Cincinnati COOKS! - USA
Mycola took her children and left an abusive relationship. She wanted to find her passion and discovered it in culinary training through the Cincinnati COOKS! program. Two courses later, she’s driven to succeed and provide for her family. “I’m doing what I love, what I want, and it gives me peace of mind to be here,” says Mycola.

“The training and experience provided by my years at P&G have been the basis of all that I have done with the Freestore Foodbank and other organizations. What the Company teaches is the need to understand the purpose of the organization or brand and act on the best ways to make that purpose a reality.”
~ Mike Kremzar, P&G Alum & Grant Champion

Life Project 4 Youth - Philippines
During his time at Iligan City Jail in the Philippines, Jimmy felt hopeless. He didn’t think he had a future. The training he received at Life Project 4 Youth turned his life around. He learned to run a business, market products, and manage his finances. His story is one of second chances and belief in a better future.

“My years at P&G have been so important to me. I created fruitful partnerships both for P&G and NGOs. These experiences evidenced how the Corporate and Charity worlds are linked and must work together.”
~ Marie Laure Vaganay, P&G Alum & Grant Champion